
The Prism is a modern and stylish electric fire featuring the unique Optiflame LED flame technology. You can select from 

7 different colour themes or cycle through the variety of colours giving you flexibility to choose a theme most suitable 

for your home.  The flame effect illuminates the diamond-like acrylic ice fuel bed and it also allows you to adjust the 

flame brightness.

The Prism is a versatile range and is the perfect choice for  

building into a wall to create a modern centrepiece or media  

wall in your home or alternatively it can be hung on the wall.  

The Prism includes an easy-to-use remote control, all the  

features can be operated from the remote control or the  

manually controlled digital display on the fire.

Complete with thermostat, you can set the desired temperature  

for your room and the flame can be used without the heater  

creating a warm and cosy atmosphere all year round.  

The Prism is available in three sizes 34”, 50” & 74”, along with  

a host of features, it will truly transform your living space.
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Dimensions & Weight

Height Width Depth Weight Power Cord Length

494mm 867mm 179mm 22.4kg 1.8m

- On/off

- Heat settings

- Flame   

- Brightness

- Thermostat

- Colour themes

- Run-back timer
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Colour Themes

Remote Control Operations

Unique Optiflame effect 
A vibrant and realistic flame effect 
that adds depth and comfort to 
any space.

1.1kW heat output 
Offering up to 1.1kW of heat via a  
fan heater. 

Choice of 2 heat settings 
A choice of 0.6kW or 1.1kW heat 
output helping control running costs.

Thermostat 
Maintains the desired room 
temperature by automatically 
switching on and off.

Run-back timer (8 hours) 
Set the fire to switch off 
automatically after a selected time 
period (upto 8 hours)

Variable flame brightness 
Change the brightness of the flame 
effect with the choice of 2 settings 
and the option of a pulsating effect.

Choice of colour options 
Choose from a variety of colour 
themes or cycle through a range  
of colours using the demo mode.

LED lighting 
Efficient low energy and long 
lasting LED bulbs.

Remote control 
Operate the fire from the comfort 
of your armchair.

Acrylic Ice fuel bed  
Complete the look with diamond 
like acrylic ice ember fuel bed.

Flame effect only  
Enjoy the ambience of the flickering 
flame effect any time without the heat.

Flexible installation 
Simply hang on the wall and plug-in 
or fully-recess and direct wire for a 
seamless installation
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